Press Release

CODECASA 51 - M.Y. EMELINA - F 70

On Saturday, July 5, 2008, from the slipway of the shipyards Codecasa in Viareggio a new
51 metres, series CODECASA 51, has been launched: m.y. “EMELINA” (hull F 70).
This new steel and aluminium specimen, naval architect Codecasa, goes back to the
Codecasa standard classic lines, even if with a few distinctive points requested by the
Owners of the boat. “EMELINA” celebrates the bright white with softer and more classic
external lines. Her layout has a novelty comparing this boat with the previous Codecasa
builds: the realization on the bulkhead of a foldable Sea Balcony giving directly onto the
sea from the Owner’s Suite, a real optional which immediately caught the interest of the
Codecasa potential Clients and which will probably be the first of a long series.
The return to the classic is also present in the interiors, accurately studied by architects
Della Role along with the Owners of the boat, coming from the U.S., but firmly decided to
have the interiors decoration in the Italian classic style with sculptures of the Italian
allegorical masks and with wall frescoes realized in the “a grottesca” technique like the one
who decorates the whole inner spiral stairs trunk decorated by Italian artist Michele Dini.
The materials used on board are mainly mahogany and mahogany plume for the walls and
light marbles for the bathrooms.
But the yacht is also able to offer a lot of internal living space, given, for example, by the
presence of two verandas, one aft on Main Deck and one aft on Bridge Deck, the latter
one hosting a spacious dining area with an extensible round table expressly ordered and
manufactured by UK Company DB Fletcher . The Sun Deck is the most suitable area for
the alfresco relax with a Jacuzzi and a bar area.
MCA and Lloyd’s compliant, “Emelina” is scheduled to cruise between the Caribbeans and
the States in the winter season and in the Med during Summer.
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